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Message from the Captain
As October draws to a close there seems just enough time to draw breath
and reflect on an incredibly busy summer and indeed a seminal year for the
Club. Even as a fairly regular attendee at most competitions it has still come as
a surprise to me just how much golf the role of Captain seems to attract! There
has been a full programme of Club Matches and Mixed Matches in addition to
the many and varied internal competitions, all of which have been thoroughly
enjoyable as well as providing many entertaining moments. My favourite must be our esteemed
Lady Captain informing me at our first Mixed Match, very emphatically, that she does NOT do
bunkers. Sadly, this stern ‘advice’ had gone out of the window within 3 holes……
Although the full summer programme of competitions is covered
in much more detail elsewhere, two personal highlights stand out
for me; firstly, it was a pleasure to present the Veteran’s Plate to such
a stalwart of the Club (as well as being my late Dad’s best friend at
the club) – Wilf Mannion. He goes to show that this game is for all
ages (and handicaps!). Secondly, presenting the Bob Dunbar
Trophy to Martin Allen (now a two-time winner) and our very own
VC John Simpson was a distinct pleasure – albeit a bittersweet one
since my partner Simon Hollands and I were pipped by one shot!
The other highlights over the summer were equally worthy of
warm memories; firstly, the 125th Ball at the beginning of
September was a magnificent way to celebrate such an historic milestone. Over 230 members,
relatives and friends attended a very well-run event that will live long in the memory.
Secondly, the Club had what I believe is its first ever International Match fixture. After much
arranging and organising, the Bedford Golf & Tennis Club in New York, USA hosted a team of 12
from Bedfordshire. Adopting the Ryder Cup format (a week before the real thing), I can safely say on
behalf of those that attended that the generosity, hospitality and warmth of reception that we
received was unforgettable. Although the BGC team did not exactly cover itself in glory on the
course. There were two honourable exceptions in the form of Steve Coppock and yours truly who
managed to deliver 4 out of 5 points each. The latter player only managed this through the
assistance of most of North America’s health professionals; but you can’t let several hospital visits get
in the way of a golf match can you?!

The Bedfordshire Team practising in the USA

Since this is my last Recorder entry, and at the risk of sounding like an Oscar’s acceptance speech,
there are several “Thank You’s” to get through. The role of Captain needs and indeed gets a massive
amount of support (and guidance), so my gratitude goes to Geraint, Lynne, Mags, Ruth and Peter as
well as the rest of the staff for all their willingness and patience. The General Committee have been very
lively and full of energy and ideas, and my thanks go to Roger Willis, Andy Brown, Brian Ralph and
Gerald Bygraves. Although invidious to be too specific, I make an exception for Peter Wilson for picking
up the cudgels on the social side; the role had lain dormant for some time, and his proactive work in
carrying out the Market Research study – in conjunction with very professional advice from Nick
Sparrow – has produced a document which can and will assist in shaping the future of the club from a
social perspective. The Management Board of Steve Coppock, Gerald Bygraves and Tony Ciampa are
the unsung worker bees that get through the mundane yet highly essential management of the Club’s
financial affairs and it has been a steep learning curve observing the prodigious work that they get
through on everyone’s behalf and for the benefit of us all.
Last, but by no means least, it has been an absolute pleasure to serve alongside Helen Nellis and John
Simpson. Helen has been incredibly proactive on behalf of the Ladies, and has done everything with a
smile and a positive outlook. John has equally been unbelievably energetic, with an eye for detail that
confounds belief, as well as being an accomplished sounding board for the more maverick tendencies
and thought process of the incumbent Captain! My secret mantra last January of “turn up to
everything” and “get good people into place on the Committee” has resulted in me not getting in the
way of things going well this year, which has to be a win/win scenario for all concerned!
My final reflection is that I am very fortunate to have been chosen as Captain for such a seminal year at
Bedfordshire Golf Club and I know that the team lined up for next year are very well equipped to move
the club forward. I would ask that all members reflect that this is not just a golf course (much as it’s an
exceptional one); it is a Club and has only thrived by having like-minded souls pulling together into
something that is more tangible than a sports facility. Active support of events, competitions and social
occasions all help in incubating that feeling of ‘belonging’ to a club, and everyone can play their part. It
is certainly a Club I am very proud to have Captained.

Kevin Dunbar

Club Captain 2016

The Clubhouse and 18th fairway of Glenarbor GC in Bedford Hills NY. Photo by Clive Haywood

The President’s Pages
Two golf events in July commemorated and celebrated the Club’s 125th Anniversary. On Saturday
the 23rd July we hosted teams from South Beds GC, Braintree GC, Rochester and Cobham GC,
Colmworth GC, Burnham Beeches GC, Aspley Guise GC, John o’Gaunt GC and Lincoln GC; all are golf
clubs who share our 1891 Golf Club Heritage.
On the Sunday the 24th July this most enjoyable event was followed by a 125th Anniversary
Competition held on President’s Day. This included competitons for gentlemen, for ladies and for
veterans over 70. It was most appropriate that the three winners were all members of long standing.
Les Sharman, who has been a member since he was in short trousers, found his true form to win the
men’s competition. Carol Farnworth triumphed in the Ladies’ competition and Stewart Kenny, a
member for over 50 years won the veteran’s prize. A most gratifying day for them and for me.

Carol Farnworth, Stewart Kenny and Les Sharman were President’s Day Prizewinners

The Anniversary Ball was, for many of us, the principal event to mark this historic year. It was a
glamorous evening with good dining, an opera singer and great dance music. The efforts of the Ball
Committee members, Captains Kevin and Helen with Geraint, Peter Wilson and Sue Bailey deserve our
thanks and the Club and the Captains’ Charities are indebted to those who generously donated prizes
to be auctioned.
This summer I was honoured to be invited along with the Captain and the Chair of the Board to take
part in the Ladies’ Captain’s Day. Helen devised some fiendish tests of our golfing skills, such as
putting with a driver, in what proved to be a memorable day.
Also on behalf of Captain Kevin, who was in the USA in September, I also took a team to the County
Inter-Club Captains’ Challenge held this year at John o’ Gaunt GC. My thanks to the team of Barry
Sullivan, Jim Godfrey, Gerald Bygraves, Adrian Lennox-Lamb, Mike Fairey, Stewart Kenny and Rob
Mayfield for their support.

Roger Willis

President

President’s and Past Captains Committee (PCC)
Members may recall that at the 2106 AGM revised Club Rules were accepted. One of the changes to
rule 3.9 was the formation of a President’s and Past Captains’ Committee (PCC). The PCC has now met
twice to formulate procedures. One of the purposes of the PCC is to recommend appropriate
recognition of the contribution of individual members to the Club. Consequently I am inviting all
members to nominate any member who is considered to have given exceptional service to the Club or
whose golf achievements have brought honour to the Club. The name of a nominee along with a brief
supporting statement should be sent directly to me. You should obtain the prior consent of the nominee.
Members will find details of the PCC procedures on the Club website in the Members’ Information
dropdown tab “Rules and Information”.

Proposed amendments to Club Rules - PCC and Board Membership

Finally on the PCC it is proposed to amend the Club Rules to allow for the serving Ladies’ Captain to be a
member. This will be put to the AGM in January 2017.
The AGM will also be asked to approve proposed changes to the composition of the Board by adding
one other member and by adding as an ex-officio member the Club Vice Captain. The revised wording
of this rule 3.2 (a) is also on the website as above.

It is with great sadness that I record the recent sad loss of three long serving members.
Trevor Hooley died following a tragic road accident in October. He was a popular and generous Club
Captain in 2001-2002. To avert a crisis he volunteered to take over the day to day management of the
Club for a time during the last years at Biddenham and latterly he was, as Hon Secretary, the guiding light
in the Seniors Section and in large part responsible for creating the vibrant and well organised section
we enjoy today.
We also mourn the passing of Colin Strachan, a true gentleman and always ready to serve the Club
when his golfing days were over.
Recently Ravensden Church was filled with family, friends and fellow golf club members to honour the
life of Brian Ashton. An obituary by his friend Art Fleming is at the end of this edition.

A misty early start for the “Late Arrivals”
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New Club Website Launched

I am delighted to announce the launch of the new Bedfordshire Golf Club website
Following some research on sports club websites which President Roger Willis and I did
earlier this year, we have redesigned and rebuilt the club website. For those of you who are
regular visitors to our site you will have seen the changes taking place over the last few
months. I’m sure you will agree that it now has a much fresher and more modern feel. It
includes sections for members and visitors alike, with information about all aspects of the
club and its activities. For the first time it has also been built in a ‘responsive’ format for use
on both desktop computers and mobile phones. We have also added lots of new photos
from recent months to show the course in its 2016 splendour and the clubhouse in its
redecorated form.
Whilst all necessary information about the club for both visitors and members is already
included, there is plenty of scope for members to add further pages and sections on
subjects they feel would add value to the site. In particular, we have pages for the Men’s,
Ladies, Seniors and Juniors and separately the social groups within the club which are yet to
be populated. I am pleased to say that we already have a group from the Ladies’ Section
working on content for their pages, and I am looking for others to create content for the
remaining members sections. If you are interested in helping, please let me know.
To view the site just go to your previous club web address at: www.bedfordshiregolf.com
Large sections of the previous site were password
protected and many thought this was unnecessary, so
virtually all aspects of the new site are open for all to see
except for the AGM & Committee Minutes section. A
separate email will be sent to members in due course with
the password for this section. We also have the facility for
additional password protected sections if required.
I would also value your feedback on the new site and any
suggestions for further enhancement and look forward to
hearing from you either by completing the form on the
“Contact Us” page of the site or sending me an email at my
address below.

Clive Haywood

e: cjh@chc.eu.com

From the desk of the General Manager
As another year starts at Bedfordshire Golf Club, it’s time to reflect on
what’s happened during the year and what we have to look forward to in
the season ahead.
On a personal level, this has been a very challenging year – and one that
I may not always have coped with as well as I might but I hope that, through it all, I have still
tried to retain focus & keep delivering what has been required of me in the role of Club
Manager, trying to keep things on an even keel and steering us on course to another successful
season, which come the AGM, you will hopefully agree.
There have been some fantastic “one off” events, which have been fun challenges to organise,
such as the Inter 1891 Club challenge in July, where Clubs from all over the country were
invited to send teams and the Bedford v Bedford Challenge match in New York, both of which
are mentioned separately and on a personal level I would like to thank the Glenmuir clothing
company, itself founded in 1891, for their assistance with both of those events and the Head
Pro & Management at Bedford New York for the manner in which they hosted us…though they
did get payback out on the course!!
The 125th Anniversary Ball was a fun-filled night and although there were some last-minute,
behind the scenes glitches, which gave us a few jitters, the team pulled together to make sure it
was a memorable evening and the fact that some 230 people enjoyed themselves hopefully
shows that we got the balance right and encourage them to sign up to events in the future…
not least, the re-vamped Christmas Lunch & Draw in December followed by the New Year’s Eve
party, where we’ll see the year out with a bang!
The Club has had another strong year in terms of Membership stability – I use the word
stability, as a comment I hear quite often these days is about the positive effect the number of
“new faces” playing in competitions and generally seen around the Club – each year, as some
Members unfortunately come to the end of their playing days or move away from us, it is
imperative that we continue to have “new blood” coming through – and again this year, there
are about 50 people who we’ve welcomed into the fold – and not least, a small influx of new
lady Members into the Club too, which I’m sure will help bolster their section and hopefully
help revive some of the mixed & social functions.
We are still bucking County trends when it comes to membership recruitment & retention –
much of that has to go down to the work that the Greens-staff do in tirelessly turning out the
course consistently well and comfortably as good, if not better, than anywhere else in the
County. We are rightly proud of them and the Club goes into the coming year continuing to
increase the investment it is putting into the course, which will only make it better & better in
the future.

Another part of the team which often gets overlooked when it comes to Membership is the
Pro-Shop team and again, in a report given to us from the County, we are at double the
average when it comes to converting participation of lessons into new Members, with some
21% of those who have been on beginner group classes in the past year, having signed up to
either “trial”, Academy or Full Membership – and this is in no small part to the team of
dedicated, experienced Professionals that we have here that enthuses people into what the
Club has to offer – if you don’t already use them, tap into their wealth of knowledge both in
terms of technique, equipment, rules or advice on any aspect of the game – they are here to
enhance your enjoyment as Members.
Those with the biggest role to play when it comes to both membership retention & recruitment are
you, the Members – it’s great that when a prospective new Member is looking to join, we can steer
them towards a friendly, sociable bunch of people, so that they have the confidence to know that
the big step of joining the Club – especially if it is their first Club – is eased by knowing that they are
going to be made welcome and find a natural place & time to enjoy their Membership – thank you
on behalf of the Management Team…it does make our lives a lot easier knowing that they will get a
positive reception.

The year ahead promises to be an exciting time as we look at further enhancing the facilities
for Members – more on that elsewhere in the Recorder – and with the course also maturing as
it is, there’s never been a better time to be part of Bedfordshire Golf Club and I look forward
to delivering another positive report at the AGM in January.

Geraint Dixon

General Manager and Head Professional

The Great Oak on the 14th. Photo by Clive Haywood

Report from the Chair of the Board

They say the older you get, the faster time flies by. I must be getting very
old in that case, as another financial year has been and gone. I’m pleased
to report we will be publishing another good set of accounts, the details
of which will be available around the time of the AGM in January
following the annual audit.
As in previous years we have continued the policy of investing in both the Course and the
Clubhouse. Hopefully, most of you will agree the Course condition this year has exceeded
expectations. Praise, as always, must go to John Gubb and his team for the way in which the
Course is presented to both members and visitors alike. Thanks should also go to Andy Brown
and the Greens Committee for some innovative, but subtle, changes to the Course over the last
twelve months, which can only help with the general maturity and look of the 18 holes.
There will shortly be some additions to the pathway project we have been developing over the
recent years. We are planning on upgrading the pathways from the 17th green to the 18th tee, rearranging the pathway down the hill to the 2nd tee and continuing past the Ladies tee. Some of
these paths get washed away in severe weather and as well as being unsafe, it is also a drain on
resource when they have to be rebuilt. New pathways in these areas should deal with both these
issues as well as enhancing the look of the Course. We will also be putting some pathway
covering around the halfway hut, which is an area that gets very wet and muddy in winter. As
previously, the costs of this work will be met from generated surpluses in the year with no
borrowings or write-off over future years.
In the last issue of the Recorder, I touched on the possibility of a major project to upgrade the
toilets and changing rooms throughout the Clubhouse. We are trying to move this project
forward and the aim at the moment is to try and see if there will be any planning issues and to
ascertain an outline budget for the work we wish to undertake. To that end some initial drawings
have been produced and they will be sent to the local Council for any planning comments. This is
not a formal planning application, but a process where we can see the likelihood of any planning
restrictions. We are hopeful planning won’t be an issue, but we need to make sure of this before
we spend any money engaging outside resource.
In summary, the idea is to extend the whole of the downstairs car park side of the building out
towards the flowerbeds. This will allow the men’s changing room to be made larger with new
toilets and showers. The ladies changing room will also be moved into the same area and the
Spikes Bar will be removed. The current ladies changing room will be converted to men’s and
ladies toilets for use by the Biddenham Suite.
Apart from creating more space, the aim is to raise the quality of fixtures and fittings in these
areas along with the provision of towels, shower gels, shampoo etc., which will raise the level of
facilities to one more in keeping with a quality Golf Club. These enhancements will improve the
day-to-day facilities for members but will also enhance the visitor experience, which ultimately
should lead to enhanced revenue streams.

The new extension will allow the balcony to be extended round the side of the building and we are
also looking at installing a ramp/bridge from the end of the extension across to the road outside the
Pro Shop. This will provide a new entrance into the bar area and also deal with the poor fire escape
stairs that are currently in place and which need upgrading.
Once we have the planning issues addressed and some sort of budget in place, we will be
presenting the plans to the membership for a consultation period. We are hopeful to get this work
done by the end of 2017 and to have something in place for the membership early in the New Year.
The Board has agreed the budget for the new financial year and we are confident of another good
year coming up in 2017. As always, the Club is dependent on its members in the use of the bar and
catering facilities and in supporting Club events. This is an area this year where the Club failed to
meet its budget so if there are changes you would like to see in this area, please let any Board or staff
members know of ideas so we can provide the facilities you require. I know there are a number of
new social plans for next year under the stewardship of the 2017 Captain, John Simpson, and I’m
sure he would appreciate the support of the membership in attending these functions.

Steve Coppock

Chair BGC Management Board

1st tee in Autumn colours. Photo by Michael Helliwell

Course Manager’s Report

In August we undertook the renovation work to all the greens, the weather
was perfect for this task and the response from the grass seed and fertiliser
and the subsequent healing to the surfaces after the work carried out was
excellent.
During September and October we have been working hard on all the tees,
approaches, fairways and roughs, again the dry weather with warm ground
temperatures has allowed the turf to recover very well from this essential work.

This year we have also expanded the use of a new product which we have been trialling over the
past 4 years in the uncut deep rough areas; we have started to spray off the unwanted coarse
grasses in the tees, approaches and fairways as well as the cut rough. The product we used only
removes the unwanted grass species and then allows us to repair and overseed the affected areas
with a more suitable finer leaved grass variety.
The outside golf course contractor will be vertidraining the fairways during the first week of
November, please help him in this process by picking up and missing out the particular hole he is
working on. Other work we have undertaken recently includes the mowing of all the deep rough
and tree plantation areas, in certain sections around the course the thicker grasses have also been
collected by mechanical equipment, this is again to try and allow the finer more desirable grasses to
replace them.
We will also begin to remove some of the weaker trees
around the course and try to thin out some of the more
densely populated areas, to allow the stronger trees to
spread out and mature.
We have again entered the environmental golf competition,
and have just received our visit from the competition judges;
they will now go on and write a detailed report about our golf
course environment, which we can use to continue our good
work in this area of golf course management.

An update regarding the use of some chemicals on the golf course has also taken place. Last year the
product used for the control of leather jackets and chafer grubs was removed from the amenity
market. We have been lucky as a club as we really don’t use many chemicals. But the recent removal of
another product that controls worms will have future implications with all golf clubs possibly having
more uneven putting surfaces due to casting by worms. No new products are currently being
researched to replace these, so we will all have to learn to accept the associated disruption from the
resulting casts and possible damage when birds and animals try to find them in the turf.
Earlier this month I volunteered for the Alfred Dunhill Links Championship, jointly held at Kingsbarns
golf links. The time spent at this championship course was really beneficial and rewarding and the
experience of working at a European tour event was fantastic. It was also good to catch up with past
Bedfordshire greenkeeper Scott McFadyen and see how well he has progressed in his career.
I would just like to remind members that it is especially important to repair pitch marks and divot
damage at this time of the year, as it is the peak time for disease pressure, any damage is an easy way
in for a number of turf diseases and pests to invade, and with the more unfavourable growing
conditions around the corner it will make it hard for these areas to heal and repair.

John Gubb

Course Manager

View of Kingsbarns GC. Photograph by John Gubb

Report from the Competitions Committee
The Club has had a very busy time over the last 3 months since the BGC RECORDER was last
published as the roll of honour below demonstrates.
Once again, Sam & Nick Turnbull organised a fabulous Festival Weekend in July with competitions
played over 3 consecutive days and with very high turnouts – these events don’t happen without a
huge amount of hard work and we are very grateful to Sam & Nick for continuing to run a tremendous
weekend of events. Best wishes to Sam who is currently “resting” after a nasty injury – we hope to see
you back on the course very soon. As part of the celebrations for our 125th anniversary, Roger Willis
organised a successful and very well attended President’s Day with separate competitions for Ladies,
Men and Over 70s Men – the very popular winners on the day were Carol Farnworth, Les Sharman and
Stuart Kenny. For those who think that competitions are always won by newer members, it’s worth
recording that this threesome have well in excess of 100 years membership between them! Les
Sharman’s winner’s speech would have graced an Oscar ceremony…….
Moving into August, Simon Fardell and Craig Fletcher were impressive winners of the Aquila Trophy,
being 7 up on the course. And then two past Captains swept all before them in the Sharman Cup (Terry
Donnelly) and the Veterans’ Plate (Wilf Mannion) – congratulations to both. Liam Greenwood won the
Harris Trophy and then the month finished up with Dave Emsley winning the final of the 15 hole
midweek competition and the small pile of cash that comes with it – Keith Burgess and Tony Williams
have our grateful thanks for continuing to run this summer event which has being steadily growing in
popularity over the years and now sees quite large fields each Wednesday afternoon through July &
August and generates a good atmosphere in the Bar afterwards.
In September Martin Allen and John Simpson won the Bob Dunbar Trophy
and Ian Handscombe was successful against a field of 131 competitors in
the Stagsden Trophy which is played at the
end of September each year to celebrate
the weekend when our course was first
opened (in 2000). Colin Beard won this
years Andersen Trophy (champion of
champions) at the beginning of October
and Ben Farrer and Phil Powell won the
Centenary Salvers.
A number of knock-outs have also been completed over the last 3
months. Craig Fletcher beat Phil Powell to win the Calcutta Cup. In turn, Phil Powell beat Tony Williams
in the Constable Cup final and then went on to win his second knock-out,
beating Keith Burgess in the final of the Peter Morgan Trophy. Adam Zakss
won the PBC Trophy beating Barry Sullivan in the final (Phil Powell having
only made the semi-final in this event!). This is the last year of the PBC Trophy
and we wish to record our thanks to John & Bryan Jappy for their support
over recent years. Finally, the Four Ball Tankards concluded with David Owen
& John Simpson narrowly beating Ross and Ollie Ellens in the final.
In recognition of his remarkable successes in individual knock-outs this year
the handicap committee has awarded Phil Powell a handicap reduction of 2.5
shots. Congratulations Phil on a fantastic golfing year.

2016 Summer Competitions

Winners

Cartwright Salver and 6th Morgan
Medal

Overall and Division 2 - Rob Sparks
Division 1 Bryan Jappy

Festival Trophy

Adrian Bailey
Simon Fardell

The KVP Salver was won by Simon
Fardell

President’s Day

Ladies’ - Carol Farnworth
Veterans - Stewart Kenny
Gentlemen’s - Les Sharman

July and 7th Morgan Medal

Overall & Division 2 - Rob Taylor
Division 1 - Mark Lewin

Aquila Trophy

Simon Fardell and Craig Fletcher

Sharman Cup

Terry Donnelly

Veterans’ Plate

Wilf Mannion

Harris Trophy & 8th Morgan Medal

Overall and Division 1 - Liam Greenwood
Division 2 - Stephen Roberts

Mid-week 15 hole Competition

Dave Emsley

Bristow Cup

Chris and Gary Clarke

Bob Dunbar Trophy

Martin Allen and John Simpson

September Singles Stableford

Graham Jeffrey

Stagsden Trophy

Ian Handscombe

October Medal

Overall and Division 1 - Conor Kavanagh
Division 2 - Tim Whitwham

Anderson Trophy
“Not the Anderson Trophy”

Colin Beard
Kevin Dunbar

Centenary Salvers

Ben Farrer & Phil Powell

September Presentations

Constable Cup winner
Phil Powell

Aquila Trophy winner
Simon Fardell (with partner
Craig Fletcher)

July & 7th Morgan medal
winner
Rob Taylor

Division 1 Morgan Medal
winner
Brian Jappy

Stagsden Trophy Winner
Ian Handscombe

Division 2 Morgan medal
winner
Stephen Roberts

Les and Simon Sharman with Sharman
cup winner Terry Donnelly

Summer Knock-out Competitions

The Calcutta Cup

Winners
Craig Fletcher

The Constable Cup was won by
Phil Powell

The Peter Morgan Trophy
The Four Ball Tankards
The PBC Trophy

Phil Powell
David Owen and John Simpson
Adam Zakss

Finally, in other matters, we continue to have a challenge with members not turning up for
competitions…….this reached an unacceptable peak at the recent Centenary Salvers when 12
people failed to turn up without any pre-notification. The Competitions Committee will be asking
the General Committee to think about how we can address this challenge – “no shows” are charged
their entrance fee, but that is scant disincentive and we now believe that something more needs to
be done to try to significantly reduce the impact of this issue.

John Simpson
on behalf of the Competitions Committee

Natural History of Stagsden
Autumn Birdlife on the Course

Sadly autumn is upon us once more, and with the nights drawing in and
the mornings misty and cool, it wont be long before winter is here!
The past two months have been very quiet on the bird front, with most
resident birds skulking in the undergrowth whilst they complete their
yearly moult. However it is this time of year when, if you keep your eyes
open, you might see some quite rare birds over the golf course as they begin their yearly migration.
One of the birds heading south for the winter which is not normally seen over the golf course is the
beautiful Hobby. It is shaped like a very large Swift, with scimitar wings and characteristic tear drop
cheeks, it can be seen flying high, normally chasing Swallows and House Martins. They are usually
found near water hunting for Dragonflies which they catch and eat on the wing. The fen lands of
Norfolk and Suffolk hold good numbers of these lovely birds, and the RSPB site of Lakenheath is well
worth a visit in the summer where you can see these birds at their best.
Swallows, House Martins and Swifts, that have been seen over the course during the summer, are
now at the coast ready to fly south, waiting for a favourable wind to assist them on their way to Africa.
As mentioned previously, there is a good chance that Ravens will be seen flying over, normally in
pairs. This is a very large black bird shaped like a Maltese Cross when flying and is normally heard
croaking very deeply. Other birds heading south will be most of the Warbler species, such as
Whitethroats, Blackcaps and Chiffchaffs.
On a brighter note, some birds which breed in the far north are heading our way and will soon be
seen feeding on the red berries of our native Hawthorn bushes. The first of these birds is likely to be
the Redwing closely followed by the Fieldfare. The Redwing is about the size of our Song Thrush, but
has a patch of red just under the wing and they can be heard chattering amongst themselves in the
bushes. The Fieldfare is a larger bird with greyer plumage and a more upright posture.
As the resident birds finish their moult they will be become more visible around the course, with the
Mistle Thrush taking up its normal position on the 4th fairway. Green Woodpeckers are, at the
moment, all over the golf course, flying from tree to tree in their characteristic undulating flight. These
birds feed mainly on the floor on ants, licking them up with their
very long tongue.
In Oxley Wood, Mike Helliwell has set up feeding stations for
our local birds, he can be seen visiting the site a couple of times
a week to refresh the feeders. The birds that Mike has recorded
include the following:- Great and Blue Tits, Long tailed Tits,
Nuthatches, a Willow Tit complete with a ring on its leg. These
birds were common 30 years ago but now are in decline and
we are very lucky to have one set up its home on our golf
course. Other birds seen are Wrens, Robins, Chaffinches, Hedge
Sparrows, Great Spotted Woodpeckers and Rooks. Red Kites
can still be seen wheeling around along with the Buzzards.

The Buzzard is now the commonest bird of prey in the UK, one of the
few species that is increasing in numbers.
Our native Hedge Sparrow which can be seen in most gardens has
been wrongly named by the birding fraternity and attempts have been
made to reclassify it. Its country name is a Dunnock but it belongs to the
family of Accentors and should be named an Accentor. If you look
carefully at the Hedge Sparrow you will see it has
a very fine beak and looks delicate compared to
our Sparrows. It builds a neat nest in a thicket
where it lays 4 - 6 bright blue eggs. House and
Tree Sparrows are very social and nest in holes in trees sometimes in great
numbers, their nests being very scruffy.
Sparrows belong to the finch family which all have rather solid beaks ideal for
feeding on seeds. There are in the region of 2.5
million Hedge Sparrows presently in the UK.
Long Tailed Tits and the Bearded Tit which both
breed in this country, have also been misclassified and are not members
of the Tit family. These birds build a beautiful woven nest in brambles
and reeds, whilst true birds of the Tit family nest in holes and use nest
boxes on a regular basis.
One of the UK's smallest birds, the
Wren, is also our commonest bird with
numbers in excess of 8.5 million and
with the winters becoming wetter and
warmer this will only help the Wren numbers to increase.

The smallest UK bird is the lovely Goldcrest, which can be seen in
increasing numbers almost everywhere in the UK.
When you play the 14th or 15th hole keep an eye out in the water
surrounding these holes, as there is a Little Grebe about. I saw it early in October diving for small fish,
with I might say, a great deal of success.
These birds build a floating nest made out of old rotten reeds/sedges and are unusual as they cover
their eggs over with old reeds when they leave their nest. Their close relation the Great Crested
Grebe, which is also quite common, was almost hunted to extinction in this country for its feathers.
Victorian women adorned their hats with the Grebe’s ornate head feathers. Thankfully this custom has
died out and the bird has made a good recovery.
Please keep an eye out when playing for any bird or animal sightings and let me know.

Good golfing..................Barry

Sullivan

125th Anniversary Christmas
Lunch & Charity Draw in aid of
MS Therapy Centre & Help for
Heroes
Prizes to include: 2 Easyjet Tickets to
Anywhere on their network.
Golf with buggy for 4 at Woburn
5lt bottle Rioja Reserve
Golf Bag & others
Entertainment to be provided by the
Fusion Youth Singers
Sponsored By Dave Zubrot of Prestige

Date: December 18th

Time: 12:30 to be
Seated by1:00

Menu: Three course
Christmas lunch to
Include coffee and
mince pies.

Cost: £22:50 per head

Sign up on the main notice board in Club lobby or through main office.

It should be noted that all monies raised will go to the above
nominated Charities

Message from the Chair of the
House Committee
In the last issue of the Recorder I talked about the Member Survey
that was commissioned by the Committee to explore opportunities
that could enhance the social fabric of the club, bearing in mind the
basic tenet that we are indeed a golf club. In this regard we issued a
notice back in June advising of the process.
The survey was
conducted by one of our members, Nick Sparrow, where he invited members from the various
demographic groups within the club to a series of Focus Groups. Nick completed his survey by the
end of July and produced a report capturing the findings which was reviewed and discussed by the
Committee at meeting held in August and then also at the Board meeting held in September. The
response rate to invitations to participate in a focus group was somewhat poor, however from his
experience in conducting surveys Nick is confident that the results are representative of the wider
adult membership. For those of you who participated in one of the Focus Groups, your contribution
and engagement is greatly appreciated.
For a few members the club is effectively their social world while on the other had some members
simply wish to play golf and maybe have a beer and a sandwich in the bar. Catering for this wide
extreme of member social wishes is therefore a challenge.
There is a considerable amount to absorb from the report which covers a wide range of areas
including the building fabric, club services and social functions and also touches on social golf
groups and the course difficulty. The report shows, as might be expected, that different types of
event will be attractive to some members and not others.
However there are some common themes to emerge which will be explored further, for example;
• There is a need to ensure and improve communication throughout the club, raise awareness
and advertise events and functions in good time. In this regard the club web page is being
enhanced and corresponding attention to notices and the club diary.
•

The club house is a great location but needs fabric improvement in a number of areas. The
club house is somewhat sterile and the main bar very noisy. Fabric improvement would then
also lead to service improvement. The Board is aware of these issues and looking at viable
development plans to present to the membership.

•

Inclusive events that merge both golf and social engagement are to be encouraged and
planned – these events would include mixed events and inclusion of academy course
members e.g. golf followed by a BBQ or luncheon or inter-social group competitions
followed by lunch. The nominated Captain and Ladies Captain for 2017 are endeavouring to
incorporate more of these events into the 2017 diary.

•

Encourage a variety of events and enter them in the diary for the next year so members can
follow up and see what is ahead. In this regard there is attention being paid to enhance the
diary to include some social functions for 2017. Some of those are discussed below

•

Good quality dining facilities where members can bring friends and families to enjoy a meal
would be welcome.

The challenge now is for both the Committee and the Board to employ the survey feedback and
turn it into a realisable and sustainable aligned plan that will encourage membership engagement;
contentment; club loyalty; attachment and growth.
Regarding recent events and functions the 125th Ball reported elsewhere in this publication was a
great success and also the recent Seniors Ladies Night was enjoyed by a number of seniors and their
partners. On the other hand, we planned a disco night in October which unfortunately had to be
cancelled due to a number of compounding constraints which prevented participation.
Operatic arias at the Ball

These are some notable planned and forthcoming functions and events for the remainder of this
year and the first half of 2017 to highlight in your diary;
•

125th Anniversary Christmas Lunch and Draw is planned for Sunday 18th December, in aid of
MS Therapy Centre and Help for the Heroes. A special lunch with a great menu along with
Youth Singers ‘Fusion’ providing entertainment kindly sponsored by Dave Zubrut of Prestige.
Also Nick Willis will provide a seasonal message. There have been number of very generous
prizes donated by various other sponsors for the draw with proceeds going to charity. Sign up
early in the lobby for this promising festive occasion.

•

New Year’s Eve Party with a good DJ lined up to encourage dance enthusiasts to see 2017 in.
Chef promises a good menu for this popular event and you will see posters emerging shortly
encouraging your participation

•

29th January we have the Captain’s Drive-In. There will be a shotgun start 4BBB Stableford
in the morning, followed by the Drive-In and then lunch – this is another example of an event
merging golf with a social function open to all to all members.

•

4th March Celtic Night is planned with a combo of Irish, Burns and Cymru themes, music and
menu, including The Life of Riley and Scottish pipers. This promises to be a great fun night
with a difference.

•

For the end of March on the 31st Steve Coppock is preparing questions for Quiz Evening
which he promises to make enjoyable and fun for all participants (a challenge indeed).

•

On the 23rd April, especially for the English who failed to enjoy the Celtic Night, we plan a
St George’s Roast Lunch following a shotgun start Stableford in the morning.

•

The popular Deacon Dinner is planned for the 27th May and we would encourage some of
our newer members to come along and enjoy the Saturday evening black tie dinner with a
medal round the next morning playing for the Deacon Cup.

•

Then into July 17th 2017 on the Saturday evening of the Festival weekend the ‘Soul Man’ has
been booked who is an extremely popular and sought after entertainer. Again blending golf
with a social function.

I am keen to learn of any thoughts and ideas that members feel would enhance the social fabric
of the club and if you would like to discuss the subject further please don’t hesitate to contact me
through the general office. Also anyone willing to participate helping or sponsoring some social
event would be very welcome. In regard to helpers I need to mention David Allen has kindly
offered to help in producing posters for our forthcoming events.
Season’s greetings to all of our member readers

Peter Wilson
Chair of House

Dancing at the 125th Anniversary Ball

Ladies’ Captain’s Report
The past three months have been a whirlwind of activity. The Ladies’ special
events have been blessed with beautiful weather and we have seen all of our
main competitions enthusiastically supported by full fields.
We continue to welcome new women members to the club and it is delightful
to be a part of such a fun and lively section.
It is impossible to cover all of the busy schedule (which I try to do in my monthly newsletter) but I
will just pick out some highlights:
Members’ Day was a sizzling 35 degrees and was a bit too hot for some of the players who retired
to the club for a cooling iced drink. Everyone recovered by the time supper was served and we
enjoyed a happy evening with the winners…..
Soon after was Ladies’ Captain’s Day. Just 31 degrees this
time. The ladies decorated my buggy with numerous hats,
flags and a crown – I can’t think why! We were delighted to
be joined by Captain Kevin,
President Roger and Chairman
Steve. Special rules for the men
whereby they had to use their
drivers to putt added to the fun.
The soft ball longest drive
competition on the 6th after a
few glasses of Pimms served by Joe, Nick and Mike, proved a tough
challenge. Supper was full of fun especially as we tried to guess whose
body parts where photographed in the table quiz.

Adrian Bailey and I won the Ashes Cup this year
The Eastern Regional Ladies Championships were held at our club and it was a
pleasure to see Sally Shayler presented with second prize.
Invitation Day was well-attended and so many visitors commented on the
happy atmosphere and great course. Well done to Carol and her friend who
were the noble winners.
Our Awaybreak to Draycote was very special. The course is challenging and in a beautiful setting
next to the reservoir. The dinner was hilarious as we played some crazy games and thoroughly
enjoyed each others company.

The BOGs v BLOGs match is aways a needle match which is usually won by the BOGS. This
year Judi and John managed to negotiate some fairer rules which gave us a sporting chance .
There were big smiles all round the ladies section as we lifted the toilet trophy in
triumph – the first time since 2008. Now it has been restored to its rightful
owners it is full of flowers and ribbons.
We continue to celebrate our 125th Anniversary in style. The Ball was a huge
success and we danced the night away to a lively band and the wonderful
opera singer Sofia. A tremendous way to mark the anniversary and an added
bonus was the charity auction which raised around £4k for the Captains’
charities.

I was invited by Captain Kevin to join a group who went over to play against Bedford Golf and Tennis
Club,near Bedford Hills, New York who are also celebrating their 125th. Brilliantly organized by
Geraint and Kevin we had a very memorable experience. We had an exceptionally warm welcome
and made some great friends on their super course. At the gala dinner we were presented with a
replica Ryder Cup (they actually won) and we gave them a copy of our Bedford Town charter which is
850 years old and a copy of Pilgrims Progress written by our own John Bunyan. They appreciated the
history.
Our Scratch Team did very well this season, but the Shield matches have not been so successful. We
have enjoyed them nevertheless as well as our friendlies. The ladies’ competitions have been hard
fought and it is great to see some of our new members winning. They are all making great progress
and settling in to our golfing and social activities.
The Book Club, the Bridge and the Knitting group and the Pilates are all very popular where firm
friendships are fostered.
I can hardly believe that nine months has passed since I became Ladies Captain. The Committee
members have been outstanding in their support and friendship and I can’t thank them enough. It is
truly an enjoyable role and I feel that I have made many new friends across the club, including
Captain Kevin who has now forgiven me for breaking his former 100% record of winning mixed
matches!
I am so pleased that Anne Harris will be Ladies Captain next year. She is an experienced golfer and
passionate about the club and the game. She has recently been honoured by Bedfordshire County
Golf with a Volunteers’ Membership Award
which is well-deserved.

"It was a great thrill to see “Pam's Poems”
come into print and be launched at my Ladies
Captain's Day. Our poet Laureate, Pam Davis,
kindly allowed the poems that she has written
for the club over many years, to be published
in aid of my charity, The MS Therapy Centre.
We raised over £500 from the sales. Thank you
Pam!"

Christmas beckons but we still have plenty of golf to play and social events to attend. I look forward
to sharing more happy times with you all.
Happy Golfing!!

Helen Nellis

Ladies’ Captain

Seniors’ Captain’s Report
Where has this year gone? It only seems like yesterday that I became
Senior Section Captain, and what a year I have had. Past Captain Jim
Heaney left this section in great order and with the support of a great Vice
Captain, Terry Mizzi, senior committee members, plus office, kitchen, bar,
green and main committee members along with Geraint and all members
in the senior section I have been able to really enjoy my year. Thank you all
for your support and encouragement during my captaincy.
Special thanks also go to Edna Turner, Shelia Fairey my wife Pauline
and Colin Kidby who gave Invitation and Captain’s Day great support by
managing registration, raffle and the halfway hut. The raffles, including
the pamper basket drawn on Ladies Night, where a great time was had
by all, and was won by Brenda Davenport this year raised £820 and is
going to my chosen charity the Warwickshire Air Ambulance Service
All competitions were well supported and completed on time and we
have just held our AGM where the various trophies were presented. Two
new competitions were played this year. The first was the Stewart Kenny
Trophy, celebrating Stewart’s 50 years as a member of the club. Stewart
presented this to the winner, Derek Pittman, earlier in the year, as we
knew that Derek would be away on holiday when the AGM was being
held.
The star this year was Nick Serrecchia who won three
awards, many congratulations Nick, a great performance.
Regrettably Nick was taken unwell and was not able to
make the AGM. However Bert’s sons and daughter
presented him with the Bert Hurley salver earlier in the
year, when two of them were visiting from Australia.
I was delighted however to be able to present Nick with
the seniors’ Championship Cup at a later date. You can
also see that the youngest member of the Serrecchia
family is keen to get his hands on this trophy in years to
come.

Other competition winners photographed
along with the Club President Roger Willis.
They are from left to right.
Derrick Spadaccini, Man of the Matches. Bill
Parlor, Seniors’ Veteran’s Trophy. Geoff
Bourne/Bill Parlor - The Young Plate. Jim
Heaney/Peter Gill - The Doug Kitchen Trophy.
Phil Rajotte - The March Hare Trophy. Adrian
Bailey - The Scott Cup. Our President Roger
Willis. Dick Thompson - The Eclectic Shield,
which was tied with Tim Whitwham who was
unable to attend. And finally yours truly with
the Tom Wooliscroft Trophy (Captain v Vice Captain)
I was asked this year to reinstate the Captain,
past Captains and senior committee members’
away break. 13 of us went to Ullesthorpe Court
Hotel & Golf Club and had great time. I’m
confident that Terry will keep this going during
his year of office.
During my speech at the AGM I was able to
say that my highlights throughout my year
have always been when visiting clubs, or when
guests, such as on Invitation Day, arrive and
leave with comments on how great we are at
welcoming them, and the camaraderie that we have amongst the senior section. This I’m sure will
continue under Terry’s captaincy, and is something we can all be proud of.
My low points being the loss of four great supporters of the club and in particular the senior
section, amongst them Trevor Hooley who was for many years the back bone of the senior section.
Trevor played a vital role in many aspects of the club, even taking on the role of general manager
for some time, totally on a voluntary basis, and worked tirelessly on behalf of everyone in the club.
They, and all other absent friends will be sadly missed but never forgotten.
In November 2017 a new seniors’ trophy, called the “Absent Friends Trophy,” will be played for.
This will not be a new competition but will be played for during the Yellow Tee Stableford
competition near to Remembrance Week on November 6th 2017.
Inter-club matches went well this year with two new clubs joining the fixture list. We played 24
games the results were won 10 lost 14. We have had over 50 members take part this year, I have
been told that I have had the best jokes so that may have been a contributing factor! But seriously
it is great to see more of you taking part and I hope more of you will give 2017 Captain Terry
Mizzi your support.
As my term as Senior Captain ends I can reflect on how much I really enjoyed it. Getting to know
so many of you better and meeting new members has been very rewarding. This section is now
being left in the safe hands of Terry and his Vice Captain Tim Bailey and I know they will be a great
team and I wish them well for the coming year.
So to you all a final thank you for your support.

Brian Ralph

Senior Captain 2016

Winter Wheels
Please remember that the Winter Wheels policy kicks in for ALL
golfers this year, so as and when conditions are such that the Course
Manager needs to start restricting trolley usage, this will apply to
everyone, regardless of age and so to ensure you can keep playing
as deep into the winter as possible, please ensure you avail yourself
of a set of winter wheels for your trolley, so as not to be disappointed
– you are free to get them from wherever you choose…but please
remember that the Pro-Shop will supply & fit those from here at cost
for the rest of the year, to help minimise any inconvenience & cost.

Foggy morning on the practice green by Colin Tugwood

More Photos by Clive from the USA Tour

Obituary

Brian Ashton

7th February 1939 - 7th September 2016

Brian came to Bedford in the early 80’s when he was transferred here
by BP as their Personnel (HR) Manager. He joined Bedfordshire Golf
Club at Biddenham but had previously played his golf at the top courses
in Lancashire; Lythham, Southport and Hesketh where he was a member
playing as a single figure handicap golfer.
When he joined our Club he was, like so many others, introduced to the BOGS with whom he played
regularly for many years. He often played together with Garry Fitzhugh and they were inseparable,
playing and winning many of the Club’s pairs competitions. It was rumoured that they would have
entered for mixed events together but could not decide who would wear the skirt.
In the mid 90’s Brian was elected to the Committee. He served on the Competitions Committee, an
important and busy role then as now, along with Garry, Bill Kelly, Pat Chambers and myself. We had
great fun organising the competitions and managing the handicap system. Bill was the main man
organising and maintaining the new fangled, partly computerised, CONGU handicap and competitions
system. Brian took over from Bill and promptly spent hours and hours, a habit he maintained to the end,
fiddling with the computer. It should only have needed minutes but most of you who knew him will
know that if it wasn’t broken he would still fiddle with it until something needed doing. The annual
handicap review was a particularly fun time.
Over the years we had many adventurous golf trips to France and Spain. Brian’s language skills were a
great help to us all even though we only discovered at his funeral that he was fluent in French and
Spanish. He was particularly helpful to Roger Willis in France when he forgot his passport. Brian
however managed to talk him in and out of France without a problem. We had visions of leaving Roger
at Sangatte - but no such luck. Brian’s savoir faire was particularly useful in restaurants though he often
ended up with an over well done steak and a pricey bottle of house wine .
In the 1990’s Brian took over from Bill Kelly as leader and organiser of our marshalling team at major
tournaments at Woburn, a task he truly loved, and we have participated at every tournament for more
than 25 years. Many of you will have fond memories of participating in these events and Brian truly
appreciated your support. Unfortunately, due to his failing health, he was only able to go to the Ladies
British Open in July for a couple of hours and was not able to attend the Seniors British Masters in
September.
Brian was a proud man; kind, considerate, thoughtful and charming to friends and family. He drove me
and other friends mad at times but I dearly wish he was still doing it.
Rest in peace my friend,

Art Fleming

Acknowledgements.
Thanks to all contributors.
Thanks to Michael Helliwell for front cover photographs of the course and birdlife on
the course and for trophy presentation photos. Also to Helen Nellis, Keith Turner, Clive
Haywood and Colin Tugwood for photos of events and the course in Autumn.
It was my intention to complete the second part of the History of Bedfordshire Golf
Club with this edition and to make a record of the Stagsden Years 2000 - 2016.
However I decided to postpone this project - it will appear shortly.
If you feel inspired to try your hand at editing this magazine I would be happy to assist
you in the process of taking over. This is the 22nd edition I have put together and a
fresh approach is overdue. Why not contact me at roj.willis@tiscali.co.uk if you are
interested. PLEASE!
Roger Willis - EDITOR

